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(:06). Keshe begins. People complaining that it's not good enough, the MaGrav units. We 

have to withstand criticism.  (:11). People who come forward are being attacked by "red 

circle".  Posted the email. Interpol and FBI are investigating. (:19).  International teaching 

will change.   (:22). Cancer problem due to composition of foods, and pH of waters.   

Renan shares blueprint and knowledge. Water treatment Coil, Double walled tubing 

coiled, water passes through the blue twisted tube. The N tube is wrapped. (:33). Scientist 

who did research on this water treatment were murdered, they found that acidity in the 

stomach has a lot to do with cancer. By changing stomach acidity the cancer will go. You 

can change the acidity of the water to alkalinity with a simple device. Renan made video, 

and Milo-volt measurements of sickness. The MG of Nano layers change the voltage of 

water that passes through. In the Pain Pen, the central pin carried the information, in this 

the water acts as central pin and will carry the information. The energy state of the 

Plasma in the water is changed. These pipes will soon be in the market by KF.  (:43). 

Both probes are submerged under water, for the body right hand positive and left hand 

negative. People with cancer should test this, +30mV Cancer cells (DC), put the data into 

the new website, onenationoneraceoneplanet.org.  (:51).  If cancer in Liver it touches 

every organ, that's why you can test at the finger. (:58). How to hold the voltage meter 

probes on the metal part, with right probe can point to reflexology organ points to tell the 

health of the organ. If it's over 100 mV then too much energy, need to share energy. Do 

you have more detailed measurements, we will do the research. Keshe asks if we can 

measure with this device the Gans of Orange then we would know the strength of orange, 

maybe it's the simple tool we have been looking for. Renan has not yet tried that, we can 

measure the liquid that comes out of it, before and after treatment.  (1:02). Long Beach 

Ca, is also testing this. Use the forum to share knowledge worldwide. Keshe talks about 

different well waters that can heal certain diseases, with these tubes we create the same 

condition, when the rain water comes it passes through an environment in the mountains 

where the composition of the material creates a MG field strength which matches the 

field strength of the tissue of the eye, the neural system of the eye, when you drink it, 

because it's of the same (strength), in your St in digestion, in changing the condition of 

the Lymph there is an availability of the energy which brings balance to the eye, and then 

changes your vision. (1:07). We saw the same thing in Ali's house with the Reactor, the 

lady got her eyes healed by being in the environment of the Reactor, it's the same with 

the healing waters. In drinking the healing water it creates an environment, a Pl. The 

same in India at the orphanage of sick children, just change the environment in the 

orphanage, no need to tie them up to something. Listen to the International Teachings 

because we are not going to repeat things again and again. It's the same principle. There 

we change the air (orphanage), at the well we changed the water. Now we understand 

why our ancestors and animals go to certain springs for the waters, they carry the water 

which changes the strength to guarantee survival. You can try plastic coiled tubes and N 

C the outside, or wrap CO2 with Zn on it, if you are infertile and can't get pregnant wrap 

Zn and CO2. In the big cities like London there is a huge infertility problem, we did it to 

ourselves. We gave Birth Control Pills to our women for us to have fun without children 

and we got a kickback from it. We don't have enough water so they recycle the water, but 

in the process they don't take it (? the chemicals of B C Pills) out, so not only the women 



but the men also become infertile. (1:10). We are drinking the pills from millions of 

women in the major cities. Maybe with this N tube can reverse the damage. (1:11). Rick 

demonstrates the meter testing. First how to set up the volt meter, black go in the 

common, red goes in one with V and Ohm letter. Just by holding them it reads -50 mV, 

Rick is healthy.  <time to set up test > (1:16). distilled water at -13 mV, tap water  -23 

mV.   (1:25). He put a small bottle of Gans in the tap water, leave for awhile with lid, 

shake the jar, it takes an hour to take effect. No effect yet. (1:30). He puts N C coil, leave 

it in there for an hour or so. (1:32). Someone is showing Lu 11, and LI 4 (wrong 

location). Hold probe in one hand and test with the other. (1:36). Rick says the volt meter 

is not so reliable too little surface area and dependent on amount of moisture on hand. 

(1:38). Measured N C in water it went up a little. (1:40). Renan presents new innovation. 

Use Zn - Al Gans in the middle glass flask and composite Gans in the outer flask, at the 

bottom of outer flask Oxygen bubbles coming up. It is some kind of decoration. First 

entertainment Unit. (1:44).  Ali talks about possible natural disasters coming and place 

SF near his bed and make a prayer for a way out. (1:49).  Pole shifts. (1:51). Ali proposes 

3 Pl satellites around the Earth to protect against natural disasters, they connect with the 

consciousness of the whole planet including the consciousness of the planet. They will 

provide shielding. It's the message from the Source of Life I am only sharing it with you. 

(1:54).    (2:00). Star Formation and Merkaba, each male and female has a E tetrahedral 

field around up to 55 feet. (2:03). Drunvalo Melchizedek introduced Merkaba to planet, 

Ali wants to bring him together with KF.  (2:05). Heavier Gans for rotation. (2:11). 

Hydrogen Ionization. (2:26). Question about calculating Pl mass of elements, Ali used 

molar mass. (2:27). Keshe on, MaGrav mass is different then what they show (Periodic 

Table), it considered the total M and G field strength, it's up to 30% below what you (Ali) 

are talking about. Reduce the heaviest one 20% and the lightest one 30%, you get a rough 

value, as you go to a lighter MG mass the losses compared to the ?? if you go the H its up 

to 50%. It's a rough guide. (2:29). Calculations of MG elements. Keshe has done this 

calculation for years. (2:30). Isn't the Caroline Core empty? No it's a Plasmatic condition. 

Every star you see is created out of a specific condition, why not experiment.  (2:33). A 

presentation of MG coils look like donuts, 2.2 volts so very powerful. He made coil and 

put some Gans on it, re-loops onto itself. If you make one coil a little smaller then the 

other you'll have much more power, put on blueprint. (2:37). Explain how you made the 

rings of capacitors.  (2:41). He is getting shimmers in his SF, has lot of questions for 

Keshe. (2:44). Bring this guy into KF Philippines innovation group. (2:47). Ali unhooked 

the power wire from LED light to MaGrav Unit, connected to ground, when he touches it 

with his fingers it lights up. This is called WIRELESS power transmission. Keshe says 

the Pl power in the room through the wire connection creates the point of link, this was 

seen with Alex and his wash machine. You can use your body, when you have been in 

the field of Pl, the Pl balance will give you this opportunity. This is fantastic.  (2:50).  A 

question from the private teaching for technologies used in Space. This is part of Man's 

own internal power to change conditions for himself and others. This is like with the N 

tube shown earlier by Renan, in respect to flow of water, we have seen it with the Pens. 

Using the Human Body with the man's intention and energy. (2:51). Another presentation 

of 2 coils wrapped around finger which is wrapped in a leaf to protect against touching 

the N. Keshe says with finger in the center becomes the center core (pin) of the FP, and 

because you have both G and M you can give and take what you need. You carry your E 



and feeling you can switch a light on from a distance, when you get good at it you can 

move it up to the E part of the brain and control the environment. In this process we can 

start learning to control without P contact, with the leaf around the finger you don't have 

a matter state, because the leaf itself is in a Gans state, a N coated material. This will 

change a lot of things in the coming time. (some kind of security apparatus going around 

Keshe, 2 military helicopters come and point their cameras right in his room).  (2:55). 

The situation is that you continuously keep everything in a state of Pl, state of N material, 

in a state of keeping everything at same level and not going lower. Our intention will do 

the job we don't need to go and switch the light off.  (2:57). Students in the 3rd year are 

taught control of the neural system from brain to the finger and then without the finger, 

we see part of it today. We are considering abandoning the 3 year teaching to 1 year 

courses, a crash course as fast as possible. We don't provide laboratories, you have to 

practice at home. He wants to reduce from 1,000 euros to 100 minimum donation for 

world wide teachings, Africa will be totally free. This way we can teach thousands 

quickly. We need this for WHAT'S ABOUT TO HAPPEN!  (3:01). What is the position 

with California (coming earthquake disaster)? Our position stays the same!! Lady 

explained about earthquakes in southern Spain, getting continuous tremors. This is what 

we said months ago, when the final push comes tremors in southern Europe, the 

separation of the 2 continents. His biggest fear was the start of the tremors. It will go 

right across Iran and Turkey, Italy will become vulnerable also, the circle will be 

complete and find it's new balance, it will take a minimum of 10 to 20 years, the totality 

of it will last few centuries to complete. (3:05). We are on the point of break coming in 

the next months or years. We predicted the Argentinean pin, and it has happened. We are 

on the verge of separation of 2 continents, the whole structure of the planet has to move. 

This is not to create mayhem, but to explain scientifically. (3:07). He explains with map. 

The break point is Panama, putting pressure on S Europe, this is biggest point, the 

Argentinean pin point the S American continent will move northward that's why we see 

earthquakes on S Spain, that means the solid base, below foundation of the top surface 

has moved, this movement puts pressure on the "LA condition" (fault line), this will 

effect Mexico and southern coast of USA, earthquakes as far as New York and 

Washington, the whole firing (ring of fire around Alaska and circle around Asia), it will 

put pressure through Asia, the Himalayas and Iran to Turkey and join with movement in 

Spain. We'll see earthquakes in Hawaii, New Zealand and Australia, biggest problem in 

West coast of Africa, East Africa will be safest. That is why we made Dubai the center 

for the new world government. (3:10). All the European governments will become 

unstable, the only stable place will be N E Canada. The New World Government will be 

set up in Dubai, the first world council will be April 21, 2016. A completely different 

way of leading, there will be no elections, representation will be by language. The world 

governments are expected to be unable to handle the world wide crisis coming. Only 

China is in position to be self-sufficient based on their current structure of government.    

... (3:20). You can go now on KF website, there will be heavy security check. Red Circle 

will not be allowed in. We are here to unite humanity and not allow the terrorist to 

dominate. We are here to make the establishment of the World Council for service of 

humanity, responsibility of man to U community and visa versa, that we work as one 

race. We establish Dubai as a City of Peace. We invite some of the most prestigious 

business man if they want to. You will see how we select leaders, based on how it is done 



in the U, no bribes. KF will share all its wealth for humanity, from factories and the rest. 

(3:25). No government can bribe, and no finances influence decisions. Every nationality 

will have a say, humanity has been waiting for this and now it is in your hands. Armand 

has accepted to see this through. Keshe will not make the decisions. The KF will be 

allowed to participate if they want. This is the first step to the U Community. If you are 

sincere to serve humanity you can attend. You will know when you are right. We will not 

break International Law, we will set the example for I Law. (3:28). We call on Iran to 

sanction the Peace Talks with Saudi Arabia through the KF. The stopping of sell of Arms 

will come in April. (3:33). When the disaster comes people will go to the Church and ask 

for the money they instead so they can build their houses. (3:43). Try to reach Dubai it's 

you who will make the change. It's the love of man that will bring peace. (3:36). Try to 

bring your enemy to the conference, this is how we change. Do not stop developing the Pl 

systems, you'll understand why later.  

 


